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Presently, Chandigarh Housing Board allows one time .transfer of

dwelling units on the basis of different Policies like Spouse/Blood Relation Policy,

GPA. transfer policy and mutual transfer policy, transfer on the basis of registered

will/unregistered will and intestate demise etc.
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As per past practice, such types of transfers are only allowed on one

time basis and if one property is transferred under these policies, the subsequent

transfers of these properties are not permitted. The transferees convert their

properties from lease hold dwelling units into free hold land tenure under the

. Chandigarh Conversion of Residential Lease-hold land tenure into Free hold .Iand

Tenure Rules, 1996. Subsequently, they could sell their dwelling uhits, if they so

desired, by executing a Sale Deed before the Sub Re~istrar, Chandigarh. The

abovesaid Conversion Rules of.1 996 have. been stayed/kept in abeyance by the

Chandigarh Administratio~: '~'"- ~. .
In these circumstances, the persons, who -have got properties".

transferred in their names under the above said policies of the Chandigarh Housing

Board are not in a position to further alienate their properties. Right of

sale/alienation being one of the essential fe~ture~'cJf pwnership.anp'sihce"the.
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." ... existing policy:: of. Chandigarh Housing Board does not ,. alloW and debars ..,,"'"

. subsequent transfers ..of dwelling units of Chandigarh Housing Bciard and

considering that some of the transferees have adopted illegal means of transferring

their properties by way of executing GPAs, Mortgage Deeds etc. and keeping in

view the above circumstances and in public interest, the Chandigarh Housing Board

has decided to allow "subsequent transfers of dwelling units under the Mutual
•

Transfer policy.
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